
Cyber Pathway Project



Michigan Automotive and Defense Cyber Assurance Team (MADCAT) launched an 
effort to attract and develop cybersecurity talent in our region. 



What is the 
Michigan 

Automotive 
Defense Cyber 

Awareness 
Team 

(MADCAT)?

• MADCAT was established in 2014 to promote 
our state as a world leader in developing and 
supporting a cyber ecosystem. The MADCAT team 
leverages unique regional assets in the defense 
and automotive industries to drive technology 
innovation, encourage economic development, 
and create a talented workforce for Macomb 
County and the state of Michigan.



Macomb County 
- Integrating 

Cyber 
Curriculum 

• WHAT HAVE we done?

• Developed a Cyber Career Pathway for K-12

• Implemented Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between 
Anchor Bay High School and Pinckney Cyber Training Institute to 
Implement a CISCO-Certified Cyber Curriculum; Implemented 8 
January 2019; Students thrilled with the program

• Plans to leverage Pinckney Robotics Center

• Plans to leverage Velocity Center Robotic Center 

• Synergistic Inc. is Currently announcing the Pinckney Cyber 
Curriculum     throughout Macomb County—Grosse Pointe North 
& South High Schools to tour Pinckney. 



National 
Association of 
Counties 
(NACo) 
National 
Award for 
Cyber 

Status update – MADCAT won the NAcO 
award for its work as an innovative and 
effective county government initiative that 
strengthen services for residents.

Madcat is working in the automotive and 
defense sectors in the state of Michigan.  
This is our core competitive strength, 
compared to other cyber states like 
Maryland, virginia, and California

Plans are to continue this effort in the 
future, if possible.



Collaboration is KEY

• It takes a “team of teams” approach to solving 
cyber security challenges that are beyond 
resolution by a single organization.

• MADCAT is working with public and private 
organizations of all sizes; and with researchers, 
budding entrepreneurs, academic institutions, 
law enforcement, healthcare, defense experts 
and others to identify cyber solutions.  






